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BACKGROUND
The Museum of Science Fiction is a nonprofit organization, established in spring 2013. It is
spearheaded by volunteers, unified by a shared vision to build a museum experience in
Washington DC that does justice to the breadth and richness of science fiction, and inspires
visitors to embrace the genre and its ideas. The Museum will show that science fiction can
be used to encourage learning and stimulate the imagination. It will be a place for people of
all ages to come together around a shared interest in science fiction.
"The physical museum will provide a permanent center for community and culture, not just
for science fiction fans but all who are fascinated by this era of onrushing change. The
Museum will draw from those sharing an interest in the genre, from thoughtful explorations
to joyful media adventures. These will include many thousands of visitors to a major tourism
destination city, visitors whose passion for the future will add a wondrous layer upon
Washington’s many sites already dedicated to the present and the past.
The Museum will display science fiction artifacts, inform about its
rich history, and host events – from lectures and film screenings,
to game tournaments and corporate product introductions. The
Museum will also strive to develop participatory activities through
interactive exhibits, community involvement, and competitions.
- David Brin, Advisory Board Member
Museum of Science Fiction

MISSION
Education is central to the Museum’s mission. Science fiction presents an ideal device for
sparking interest and spurring proficiency in STEM academic areas (science, technology,
engineering, and math). However, Museum activities will go beyond STEM and include a
broader focus to include the arts.
The mission of the Museum of Science Fiction is to create a center of gravity where art and
science are powered by imagination. Science fiction is the story of humanity: who we were,
who we are, and who we dream to be. The Museum will present this story through displays,
interactivity, and programs in ways that excite, educate, entertain, and create a new
generation of dreamers.
The Museum of Science Fiction fosters an environment of imagination; bridges the gap
between the Arts and STEM learning; and preserves and celebrates the rich history of
science fiction and its impact on society.

INTRODUCTION TO THE GENRE
What is science fiction
Science fiction is often difficult to define because it encompasses many sub-genres and a
wide variety of media. Ray Bradbury once described science fiction as “the art of the
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possible.” His broad definition alludes to the genre’s wide-ranging spectrum as it pertains to
games, film, television, art, music, design, fashion, architecture, and literature. It offers a
general and inclusive, rather than a narrow, exclusive understanding of science fiction.

Why is science fiction important
Through story, science fiction has the potential to transform, motivate, and educate. In one
sense, science fiction is fun, but in another sense, it explores the themes of ethics and
morality in evolving societies and inspires its audiences.
The beginnings of science fiction are frequently debated. The first work of science fiction
could date as far back as 170 AD, when Lucian of Samosata wrote a satirical adventure
called A True History in which the character visits the moon by way of a giant waterspout.
Others argue that Mary Shelley penned the genre’s first true work. No matter its official
starting point, science fiction has served an important role in drawing others to the
intersection of art and science.
Science fiction is a device to explore ethical and moral issues
that would otherwise be ignored or create too much controversy
in mainstream dialogue
2013 Prospectus, Museum of Science Fiction

Sub-Genres
Notable sub-genres of science fiction along with significant works and authors:
·

Hard Science Fiction: Arthur C. Clarke, Robert Heinlein, David Brin

·

Soft SF/ New Wave: Philip K. Dick, John Wyndham, Kurt Vonnegut, Inception, ET

·

YA science fiction: Hunger Games, The Maze Runner

·

Feminist science fiction: Margaret Atwood, Ursula Le Guin

·

Apocalyptic SF: Independence Day

·

Post-Apocalyptic SF: Mad Max, The Postman, Half-Life, Fallout, Planet of the Apes

·

Dystopian SF: V for Vendetta, 1984, Gattaca, Brave New World, Kurt Vonnegut,
Children of Men

·

Space Opera: Frank Herbert, Foundation Trilogy, Star Wars series, Halo series

·

Space westerns: Firefly, Bravestarr, Cowboy Bebop, Borderlands

·

Cyberpunk: Neuromancer, Akira, Tron, The Matrix, Ready Player One

·

Steampunk: Steamboy, Wild Wild West, Paul Di Filippo, Snowpiercer

·

Biopunk: Paolo Bacigalupi, Bioshock, Resident Evil

·

Weird Fiction and New Weird: HP Lovecraft, China Mieville

·

Humor: Red Dwarf, Hitchhiker Guide, Futurama
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Popular Media
Major types of science fiction media:
·

Video Games: Halo, Starcraft, Half-Life, Fallout, Riddick

·

Film, Television, and Radio: Metropolis, Star Wars, Inception, Blade Runner, Alien,
Terminator, Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica, Twilight Zone

·

Literature: Mary Shelley, HG Wells, Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, Dune

·

Comic books and graphic novels: Watchmen, Ghost in the Shell, Avengers

·

Music: Daft Punk, Kraftwerk, Pink Floyd, John Williams

·

Art and Animation: Transformers, Bionic Six, Akira, Appleseed

·

Fine Art: Bonestell, Fred Freeman, Chris Moore, Richard Powers, Jim Burns

·

Board Games: Twilight Imperium, Roborally, Android, Cosmic Encounter, Galaxy
Trucker, Pandemic, Risk 2210 A.D.

·

Multicultural: Jules Verne, Juza Unno

·

Others: design, fashion, and architecture.

Why is science fiction relevant
Science fiction is no longer an obscure sub-culture. Major motion pictures and television
programs have firmly established the genre in American and international pop culture. In
film, Star Trek, Star Wars, Planet of the Apes, 2001: A Space Odyssey, and Alien each
broke new conceptual ground and raised our collective imagination. The success of the film
Avatar and the ongoing popularity of the annual San Diego Comic-Con convention further
underscore the financial significance and mainstream acceptance of science fiction.
Anecdotal statistics are compelling. Avatar was the first film to gross more than $2 billion. In
2012, San Diego Comic-Con attendance again surpassed 130,000 people for the fifth
consecutive year; tickets, which cost up to $175, sold out in less than 90 minutes for next
year’s event. Sustained popularity and public interest continue to grow.

Why build a science fiction museum
A physical museum will become a place to house the genre, providing a permanent center
for the science fiction community and culture. It will be a place to display science fiction
artifacts, to inform the community about the rich history of the genre, and to host social
events centered around science fiction – from educational programs, lectures and film
screenings, to video game tournaments and corporate product introductions. The Museum
will also strive to develop participatory activities through interactive exhibits, community
involvement, and competitions.
A physical museum will be a place to not only introduce new fans to the genre, but also
bring together different science fiction communities that may have otherwise never met. It
will become an extension to regional science fiction events in the community, such as
Awesome Con. Ultimately, the Museum of Science Fiction will become a center of gravity for
science fiction in Washington, DC.
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STEM EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Recognizing innovation as an economic driver, President Obama launched the Educate to
Innovate campaign in 2009, to assure that the next generation of Americans have the skills
to excel in STEM educational areas. A science fiction museum is the perfect platform to
continue executing this campaign.
The Museum can engage children and young adults through a variety of exhibits and
educational programs designed to interest them in creative STEM-related careers. The
Museum’s education staff can collaborate with educators and school boards during its
planning phase to ensure effective engagement with students. In fact, the Museum’s current
pilot program with DC Public Schools is already providing Museum planners with valuable
guidance about student needs.
STEM skills are, however, only one element needed to drive innovation. The Museum of
Science Fiction has the potential to motivate students to pursue not only STEM fields, but
also the arts. It can drive the curiosity and imagination necessary for effective innovative
thinking and problem solving.

Commitment to Education
The Museum can be used to emphasize programs that feature creative and inventive
project-based educational activities for students. Museum school tours and Museum-issued
student grants may also facilitate greater community involvement. In addition, the Museum
may be used to establish annual funding to provide a range of financial support to include:
·

Academic scholarships

·

Academic awards

·

General academic grants

·

Research grants

·

Other awards and award ceremonies

Further, the Museum may be used to host competitions that support learning and
innovation. These competitions will be open to the general public and could span a variety of
arts and sciences. Potential contests could include:
·

Science fiction writing (screenplay, novels, short stories)

·

Computer programming using Raspberry Pi and Arduino

·

New innovations or inventions

·

Artistic concepts of scenes from science fiction literature

PHASE 1: THE PREVIEW MUSEUM
Vision
As a first step in fulfilling the Museum’s mission, a preview museum will be built to test
exhibit concepts and interactive technologies. The purpose of the Preview Museum is to
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give visitors a place to experience programming and exhibits and provide an opportunity to
give feedback. Involving visitors early in the development process will help create a better
museum. It is important to hear visitor input while there is time to adjust museum planning
and ensure experience in the full-scale facility will exceed visitor expectations.
The Preview Museum will also allow an opportunity to present ideas on how wireless
interactive exhibits can be used as educational tools with classroom materials (consistent
with Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards) that teachers can integrate
into their daily lesson plans. The Preview Museum will show donors how they might
contribute to present educational efforts. Above all, visitors should have fun — and maybe
learn a few things along the way.

Objectives
·

Justify our value proposition in the museum marketplace

·

Establish a physical presence in Washington, DC

·

Solicit financial support from corporate sponsors and large donors

·

Create a social hub for the science fiction to community to celebrate
the genre

·

Establish an institution which aspires to be an accurate source of
science fiction knowledge

·

Showcase world-class content, design, technology, and programming

·

Demonstrate the educational potential of a science fiction museum

·

Gain insights into the user experience to inform planning for the fullscale museum

·

Generate excitement, media interest, and increase web traffic

·

Test innovative new technologies

·

Build and strengthen key progressive partnerships

Target Audiences and Communities
·

Serious science fiction fans

·

Casual science fiction fans

·

Non fans

·

Gamers

·

Museum visitors and tourists

·

Future full-scale museum attendees

·

Parents

·

Educators

·

Future artifact donors

·

Future financial donors

·

Corporate sponsors

·

Organizational partners
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Serious science fiction fans are loyal to the genre. They will come to see artifacts or
displays from their favorite science fiction book, film, television show, or other media. They
will expect accuracy and thoroughness in the science fiction content of each exhibit. They
will expect to see specific science fiction franchises to be represented (and will be critical if
they find their favorites missing from the exhibit). They will expect to socialize and connect
with other fans. They will be surprised to learn something new about science fiction.
Like serious fans, casual science fiction fans will also come to see their favorite science
fiction franchises, but they may have more general expectations. They may not expect
accuracy and thoroughness. They may socialize and connect with other fans. They will be
less critical than serious fans, and will want to learn more about science fiction.
Non fans will come after seeing Science fiction is a device to explore and are curious about
it. They may also be accompanied by friends or family members, and may be disinterested
in science fiction. They will have low expectations. Their interest will need to be captured.
They may recognize and be attracted to science fiction in popular culture, such as the latest
Tom Cruise or X-Men movie. They may be interested in how science fiction relates to their
everyday lives, or how it has influenced new technology.
Gamers are loyal to science fiction media, including video games and comic books. They
are also social, and turn out in large numbers to conventions like Comic Con, often selling
out those events. If the Museum can capture this growing, loyal community with special
events, like video game tournaments or by becoming an extension to the Awesome Con
convention, it will be successful.
Museum visitors and tourists will come to Washington, DC to visit other museums, but
may hear about the Museum online, in their hotel, or travel guides. They may also see
advertisements or pass by the Museum on their way to or from other museums. They may
come because they are curious about the Museum. Like non fans, they may have low
expectations. Their interest will need to be captured. They may be interested in how science
fiction relates to their everyday lives.
Future full-scale museum attendees will come to get a preview of what the future, fullscale museum will look like. They will expect a wide array of science fiction artifacts, and
broad representation of different science fiction sub-genre and media.
Parents will be attracted to educational opportunities for their children. They will be drawn to
the educational component within each exhibit. They will expect accuracy in the scientific
content, rather than in the science fiction content.
Educators will be attracted to classroom ready tools, which the Preview Museum will readily
provide. They will bring their classes for lectures and special events. They will expect
scientific accuracy and thoroughness in the Museum’s exhibits.
Future artifact donors will expect to see an established and well-planned institution. They
will hold the Preview Museum to a high standard, and expect thoroughness and accuracy in
the exhibits and artifacts on display, care and safety of their artifacts, and tight building
security. They will be science fiction fans, and will want to share their passion for science
fiction with others by supporting the Museum.
Future financial donors will be attracted to the Museum’s educational vision. They will see
the Museum’s mission as a good cause, and will want to support it. Like artifact donors, they
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will be science fiction fans, and will want to share their passion for science fiction with others
by supporting the Museum.
Corporate sponsors will see the Museum’s educational mission as a good cause. They will
also see marketing and advertising opportunities for science, technology, and science fiction
media, including literature, television shows, films, and video games.
Partners will see the Museum’s educational mission as a good cause and will want to be a
part of it. They will want to host events inside the Museum.

Example Community
Gamers
In the past decade, entertainment media, including science fiction media, has enjoyed a
dramatic shift. Video games have become by far the most popular form of entertainment,
outperforming both film and music in sales. For example, in September 2013 the video
game, Grand Theft Auto surpassed $1 billion in sales in the first three days of its release as opposed to the highest box office earner The Avengers, which grossed only $207 million
in its opening weekend.
The social stigma around gaming has also changed, placing video games very much part of
the main stream. According to the Entertainment Software Rating Board, in 2010, 67% of all
households owned a video game console. The average age of a gamer is 34. According to
the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), 52% of gamers are men, while 48% are
women. In fact, women age 18 or older represent a significantly greater portion of the gameplaying population (36%) than boys age 18 or younger (17%).
For most, gaming is a social activity. According to the ESA, 62% of gamers play games with
others, either in-person or online. This new, social gaming community has exploded in the
last few years. Conventions which evolved around the gaming sub-culture, like Comic Con,
have enjoyed tremendous success.
The gaming community is a key demographic for the Museum. Given that community’s close
ties to science fiction, both in comic books and video games, the Museum will partially focus
on gamers, and partner with conventions like Awesome Con and Comic Con.

Overall Visitor Experience
The Preview Museum will provide an immersive experience that places the visitors at the
center of a dynamic science fiction story. As they move through the gallery, their choices
and actions will affect the outcome of the story.
By taking an active role in a science fiction story, visitors will see themselves and society
reflected in science fiction; recognizing that science fiction is about more than spaceships
and aliens, it is about humanity; and wonder, “what if…?”
For visitors, the Preview Museum will be:
·

A place to celebrate imagination and the unique human characteristic of conceiving
stories, ideas, and solutions to problems. The exhibits will inspire creativity and
promote cooperation.
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·

A learning tool. It will show the connections between science fiction and being able
to go from imagination to reality. It will demonstrate how scientific discoveries have
inspired science fiction, and how science fiction has guided scientific investigation.

·

A destination for people to come together to celebrate a shared interest in science
fiction and develop new relationships.

·

An inclusive experience embracing a wide range of science fiction media, past and
present. The Preview Museum will include science fiction literature, film, television,
games, art, architecture, scale models, costumes, sound effects, and music. It will
have something to offer to not only serious science fiction fans, but also to casual
museum goers.

Visitor Takeaways
Through the Preview Museum, visitors will:
·

Understand how science fiction solves problems, sparks curiosity, and
encourages learning

·

Explore science fiction’s impact on modern culture and their daily lives

·

Develop a sense of excitement fueled by curiosity, escapism, and wonder

·

Recognize the Museum as an inclusive and communal space where art
and science are fueled by imagination

·

Support the establishment of the full scale museum in Washington, DC

Concept Exhibit Plan
The Preview Museum will combine elements of Role Playing Games, Challenger Learning
Center-style scripted immersive events (http://www.challenger.org), and “you be the
detective and solve the crime” exhibits (http://csitheexperience.org). It will rely heavily on
augmented reality accessed via mobile devices, and interactives similar to the Gallery One
implementation to create an immersive experience for the visitor. Detailed storyline TBD.
Referenced examples mentioned are for the purpose of illustrating the concept.
Once the Preview Museum infrastructure is established, this approach will require only
writing a new story and creating new objects and artwork to change the exhibit. It allows for
swift adaptation and updating, and small adjustments can be made to keep the content
relevant.
Visitor Experience
Rather than interpreting the subject matter for visitors, the Preview Museum will provide an
immersive experience that places the visitors at the center of a dynamic science fiction
story. Their choices and actions will influence the outcome of the story as they move
through the gallery.
By taking an active role in a science fiction story, visitors will be encouraged to see
themselves and their society reflected in science fiction; to recognize that science fiction is
about more than spaceships and aliens, it is about humanity; and to wonder “what if…?”
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Reasons to Return | Highlights
·

Each visitor chooses one of three roles to play as a character in an immersive story

·

As the visitor moves through the Museum they are presented with role-related
choices to make that impact the storyline and the overall experience

·

This dynamic experience will encourage return visits, allowing visitors to choose a
different role, make different choices throughout the story, and to engage in different
ways each visit

·

Take-away items – engaging with visitor after they’ve left the Museum

·

The choices made will be tallied at the end of the visit and visitors will be presented
with a 3D design file or a small 3D printed object specific to their experience

·

Return visits with different choices will result in different items, keeping the
experience fresh

·

Visitors will have the opportunity to tag/note/favorite/like things throughout the space.
These will also be tallied at the end, and a document (i.e. Wikipedia style articles
with more info about items, “you liked X while at the museum, maybe you should
check out Y”, more images of item, etc.) can be emailed to the visitor

Entry, Ticketing, and Orientation
Visitors will enter the Preview Museum from the street into a small air lock chamber and
ticketing area. There will be a brief orientation introducing the Storyline and the Dilemma,
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explaining that each visitor’s participation will be key in resolving the Dilemma, and requiring
each visitor to choose their role from three options.
The visitor will receive an RFID embedded magnetic pip/name badge tied to their chosen
role to wear and return at end of visit. At this point, before entering the gallery, visitors will
also have the opportunity to connect their mobile devices to the museum’s wi-fi and to
download the necessary software from the Museum (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, etc).
Entering the Gallery, Introduction film
Visitors will walk through a portal (wormhole, air lock, black hole, time tunnel, etc.) into a
darkened museum gallery. The first thing they see will be a wall-sized screen displaying a
brief non-interactive film further introducing the Storyline – further explaining the Dilemma,
setting up the Scene, outlining the Mission, and presenting the possible Outcomes. This film
also introduces the narrator/avatar/guide that will lead the visitors through the mission. The
screen runs a loop of dystopian/utopian future scenes when not running the film.
Example story: The Narrator is an Artificial Intelligence from the future. It is responsible for a
colony ship heading to Planet X, containing 100,000 human colonists in suspended
animation (Scene). The AI has lost contact with the colony outpost on Planet X (Dilemma).
The AI has tried everything in its programming to contact the outpost. The AI recognizes that
it lacks the human characteristics of adaptability, imagination, and creativity, so it has
recruited you to help solve the problem. The future of humanity is in your hands!
Narrative Journey
Entryway with introductory film and artwork/projection mapping tied to the Story (porthole
view of space if story is on a spaceship). The walk should be a clearly defined pathway for
visitors to follow, while allowing for backtracking – blue lines are walls.
Colored stars denote five points along the path for each of three roles role where RFID
triggers the visitor’s device to present the next section of the story and question the visitor
must answer. Three wall-size encyclopedia Collections Wall style interactive screens (if wall
size not in budget, can scale down to same content on three smaller size touch screens) i.e.
space ship schematics, movie posters, Chesley Award winning artists/artworks, Saturn
award winning film & tv, alternate future/alternate history. Five reproduction/model displays
with augmented reality overlays i.e. exploded light saber, gadget or armory wall, 3D planet
display, oversize Terminator hand, comic book reading interactive, logo/symbol wall. Three
Kinect based full body interactives, in theme with story, in alcoves. Exit hallway with exit film
tied to visitor’s responses to story questions. Entry/ticketing/role selection & RFID tag/device
syncing and rental. Exit/gift shop/return RFID tag, device/pick up 3D printed object
determined by visitor’s responses to story questions.
Highlights
·

Three concurrent self-paced Storylines, designed for an experience similar to a Role
Playing Game or a Choose Your Own Adventure story with strong STEM educational
components
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·

As they move through the gallery, the visitor makes Choices that impact the Story
and the Final Outcome, making for a unique experience for each visitor

·

Different Augmented Reality overlay, Storyline, and Choices specific to roles creates
a unique experience for each visitor, making return visits more appealing

·

Staggering Choice Points for each role keeps visitors engaged in the story even
when not directly participating

·

RFID tags worn by visitors allow for location tracking throughout gallery without
relying on micro GPS

·

Additional touch screens and wall screen encyclopedias provide additional
opportunities for engagement with subject matter

·

Presenting artifacts/objects in unexpected ways encourages imagination and creates
an collection based experience unlike other museums

Each visitor takes home:
·

A concrete object – 3D printed object determined by their choices, something they
can display and collect

·

A video clip shaped by their choices – something they can share on social media

·

A summary of content they found interesting with suggestions of other content – an
invitation to learn more about and engage further with science fiction

Moving through the Gallery
The visitors will experience and participate in the Storyline in three ways as they move
through the gallery.
Augmented Reality via handheld device
The gallery space will contain removable walls/space dividers (for rapid reconfiguration for
lecture and film screenings) that will create a winding path with alcoves through the space.
Virtual scenery, way finding, and interactive spaces will be presented using Augmented
Reality (AR) accessed via the mobile devices and via projection mapping (possibly with
Kinect interactivity). The three roles will see different images that are tied to the role and
their part of the Story.
AR mapping specific to the visitor’s role will appear on the handheld device as a map and a
means of guiding the visitor through the gallery.
Staggered throughout the path, RFID location triggers will send Choice Alerts to visitors’
mobile devices based on location within the gallery, presenting the visitor with a role-specific
question/task/decision to make. Groups made up of different roles can get glimpses of the
other Storylines, and participate with the different Storylines this way. Staggering the Choice
points will also minimize visitors rushing through the space to hit the next spot.
Each Choice will have multiple options with an immediate outcome, leading to the next
Choice.
Visitors will feel like they are a part of a greater story, not like they are playing a game they
have to win.
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There will be three possible Final Outcomes for each role (encouraging repeat visits) which
will run as a video clip personalized to the visitor on a projection when the visitor reaches
the end of the gallery.
Immersive spaces and interactives – alcoves throughout gallery
Transparent touch screen and Kinect controlled projection interactives will be positioned
throughout the gallery to:
·

Provide additional Storyline content, such as optional tasks to complete or puzzles to
solve

·

Allow for a social experience – can have a specific tasks pop up when three or more
visitors playing the same role are within a certain distance of the interactive

·

Full wall encyclopedia-style touch screens

·

There will be several wall-sized encyclopedia-style interactive screens throughout
the path, similar to the Collections Wall in Gallery One
http://www.clevelandart.org/gallery-one/collectionwallhttp://www.clevelandart.org/gallery-one/collection-wall

·

This will allow the Museum to provide content without having an artifact collection.
Content will be drawn from film, television, books and short stories, comics, video
games, etc.

Possible collections for these walls:
·

Space Vessel Specifications, Movie Posters and Book Cover Art, Album Cover Art,
Robot Specifications, Alien Races and Other Worlds, and Great Explorers
Throughout Science Fiction History

·

The content can be tied to the Story in that each role has to select an object from the
list on one of the screens, but is also presented as an exhibit in itself for all visitors to
explore

Example: the Space Vessel Specifications wall will have images, schematics, and
information about 25-50 of the most recognizable space vehicles displayed in a playlist
format. Visitors can scroll through the list, pick a ship to explore further, tag it as a favorite,
etc.
Object displays
Many of the objects visitors may see in the Museum of Science Fiction are things they are
already very familiar with or have the opportunity to experience in other venues. Therefore,
at points throughout the path, there will be spaces to display artifacts/objects in unexpected
ways that challenge visitor expectations and allow visitors to engage with objects in new
ways.
For example, the dynamic aspects of light and sound that are central to what makes a metal
tube into a lightsaber is lost when that tube is presented in a static display behind glass.
Instead of a traditional museum display, we will build and display a model lightsaber broken
out into its component parts or in an enlarged 3D cross section.
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Visitors’ devices will have an AR diagram overlay with explanation of each component and
additional information both factual and fictional, similar to the ArtLens in Gallery One
http://www.clevelandart.org/gallery-one/artlens
Exiting the Museum
At the end of the Story, visitors will arrive at the final screen wall which will display the
visitor’s name and their Final Outcome video. Visitors will exit the Museum through a gift
shop space that includes a counter connected to 3D printed object by the entrance counter.
Here, visitors will:
·

Return their RFID pip tags

·

Pick up their 3D printed takeaway

·

Provide their email addresses to receive their info pages and Final
Outcome video clips

·

Return rented devices

·

Pick up their coats and bags

·

Pick up lists of programming and events happening in the gallery

·

Purchase memberships, etc.

This space will have a dedicated multi-touch screen with a virtual walkthrough of the
proposed full museum, encouraging visitors to support the project.

ARCHITECTURE
Concept
The architecture of the Preview Museum will focus on sociability and education. The
concept for the building revolves around transparency - the idea of peeling away layers of
the facade to reveal something new and intriguing. It will be an “elegant beacon” which will
invite people to enter.
It will address the concept of peeling away layers to reveal something hidden inside, akin to
opening a book and discovering a hidden world, or to getting a “sneak peek” at a future
museum.
The building will sit on the site for four to five years, after which, it will be dismantled and
moved to another city.

Sociability
The Preview Museum will be a center of gravity for the science fiction community to gather
around a shared interest in science fiction. It will be a place to see and be seen, to meet old
friends, and make new friends. The architecture of the building will foster social interaction
and facilitate new connections.
“Architectural Sociability, the advance of interactive architecture
attempts to integrate social communication and technology with
built environments as an effective design solution using social

Museum of Science Fiction: Proprietary and Confidential
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networks, localized data streams, ubiquitous computing,
pervasive networks, and smart environments.”
- Steven W. Ochs

Not only will the museum be a center of inspiration and education, it will also serve as a
central community for creative people, as well as curious onlookers who might find
something within themselves not realized before.
Large, well lit gathering space, near entrance, where people can socialize and interact.
Translucent and transparent facade where museum visitors can be seen from the street.

Museum of Science Fiction: Proprietary and Confidential
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Program
The Preview Museum will contain the following spaces:
Room or space
name

Function

Items housed in the
space

Occupancy

Main Gallery

exhibit display

exhibits TBD

film screenings

benches or chairs,
screen

50-100

fundraising events

chairs and tables

50

SF

digital wall
enterprise exhibit (in
center of gallery)
Entry vestibule

orientation/visitor info,
ticketing, security,
temperature control, draw
people in from street,
establish Museum's
identity/logo?

welcome screen (in lieu
of info desk), gift kiosk

Coat check closet

to provide a space for
visitors to temporarily store
their coats and other
belongings, bags, strollers,
etc

5'x5' walk-in closet with
hanger rods on two sides

Storage

storage

tables, chairs, benches (if
any); gift kiosk restock

Overhead

IT/Server Closet

store IT equipment and
servers in a temperature
controlled space

server racks,
supplemental A/C

Overhead

Restrooms

include a closet for mop &
bucket, restocking

need to determine code
requirements for
minimum number of
stalls

Total

Museum of Science Fiction: Proprietary and Confidential
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Bubble Diagram

Floor Plan
The building will have a 60’ x 60’ square footprint, which offers flexibility and can
accommodate many different site configurations.

Museum of Science Fiction: Proprietary and Confidential
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Facade
The facade is based on the Architectural Design Competition’s winning design. The concept
includes:
·

Varying levels of surface transparency and translucency

·

The facade will be constructed in many layers - akin to the many layers of
a science fiction story. The layers will be peeled away - referencing the
idea of opening up a book.

·

The Preview Museum will have a dynamic facade. Projected from within
its skin will be images from science fiction. From a distance the facade
will announce to the city the Museum’s presence. It will be an elegant,
glowing beacon - inviting the public to enter.

·

The facade also offers an educational opportunity with images. The
Museum can etch information into the panels, floor panels (donor
recognition) etc.

Entry
The notion of “peeling” away layers to reveal something interesting inside and giving a
sneak-peak of the museum from the street.

Museum of Science Fiction: Proprietary and Confidential
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A: References Images

Facade
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Large, Open Interior Entry

Interior
Ruhr Museum, Germany

Other
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Shanghai Museum of Glass
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Globe of Science and Innovation at CERN
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Interactive Exhibits
Gallery One, The Cleveland Museum of Art

Sonos Playground Deconstructed, Museum of the Moving Image
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Projection Mapping

Mécaniques Discursives, Rube Goldberg
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Displays
American Museum of Natural History, New York City

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County

Other
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Globe of Science and Innovation at CERN and CU Art Museum:
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Digital and Translucent Screens

Movable Display Cases
Touring Exhibition: The Dimension of Surface, Goethe-Institut München
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